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Chairman’s Welcome 

In spite of what’s been a pretty average summer as far as weather is concerned we continue to be a very 
active club. The instructors are kept busy and the club aircraft are usually fully booked for hire and training.  
Privately owned aircraft are well used and made a major contribution to the success of National Fly Kids 
Day in July.  The Open Day & Fly-in also turned out well.  There’s more about both these events in this 
Newsletter. 

The Club membership for 2017 is already up on the total for 2016 which is very encouraging and spurs the 
committee on to arrange interesting club nights for the coming autumn and winter evenings.  I’d like to 
welcome in particular new members who have joined us this year.  Whether you are a student, a hirer or 
an owner I hope you enjoy your flying here at Fife.   

Chris Anderson 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Buddy List 

Fife Flying Club hold a “Buddy List” of pilots and students who are happy to share their phone 
numbers and email addresses with other folk with a view to sharing flights – either in Tayside 
aircraft or privately owned planes.  The Buddy list has just been updated for 2017 – if you are on it, 
you will know it.  If you aren’t on it but would like to be, contact the chairman or Newsletter editor 
and we will make arrangements.  The idea is this – if you are planning a flight, and have a spare 
seat, it makes sense to share the trip – even cost-share – so you get the best bang for your bucks!  
Many pilots simply make the spare seat available for free anyway, but that is up to individual pilots.  
The Buddy List is a good way for students to get to know qualified PPLs and maybe have a 
relaxing flight in the right-hand seat for a change – no Instructor to give you grief! 

Buddy Day 

We are planning a Buddy Day soon (September- watch for an eNews) specifically to encourage 
students and “new” PPLs to come along.  Maybe the first time you have ever flown in the right-
hand seat, without piloting responsibilities?  The first time you have had a chance to fly with a 
camera?  Various Tayside and Private aircraft will be available on the day – and the TB9 flights  
will be free when I am flying….. (AL).  You don’t have to be on the Buddy List to come along. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Microlights and Planes Night 

We have a number of Group A aircraft and Microlight owners keen to run a joint evening – swap a flight in 
a plane for a flight in a Microlight?  A unique opportunity – watch for an eNews on the subject. Barbecue 
and fizzy drinks on the side? 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 



Open Day & Fly-in 2017 

Open Day & Fly-in 2017 
We held an Open Day and Fly-in this year for the first 
time since 2015.  It was a joint effort between ourselves 
and Fife Airport Ltd and there was a mix of aviation-
related and non-aviation stalls to interest the visitors. 
The weather was a mixture of showers and sunny 
intervals but good enough for about 700 visitors by car and a dozen hardy pilots to make 
the effort.  The furthest travelled was a Grumman AA5 from County Durham. 
One of the highlights was a homebuilt replica Spitfire flown in from Perth.  Parked in front 
of the hangars it proved popular with all ages.  Iain Hutchison was happy to talk about his 
pride and joy and one or two enthusiastic admirers got to sit in the cockpit.   Our 
neighbours from Scottish Gliding Centre at Portmoak brought over a couple of gliders.  One 
was parked on the grass near the hangars as a static display and the other one performed 
an impressive aerobatic routine before landing. For most visitors it was their first 
experience of glider aerobatics.  At the end of the day both were aero-towed out, an 
interesting spectacle in itself. 
Other visitors included a Rallye 150 from Skywatch (UK Civil Air Patrol) courtesy of Archie 
Liggat of Kingsmuir and a 1946 ex USAAF Piper J3 flown in by Jim McTaggart from 
Archerfield across the Forth.   The only “twin” to come in was Tayside Aviation’s Piper PA34 
from Dundee.  At the low-tech end of the aviation spectrum, a Rotorsport gyroplane 
arrived.  It’s an interesting machine and represents yet another branch of light aviation and 
another way of getting into the air.  
In Hangar 1 Trig Avionics had their new radios on display, compliant with the latest regs.  
The University Air Squadron from Leuchars showed a video of their activities and also had 
an ejector seat on display.  Club member Alisdair Stewart had a stall promoting Aerospace 
Kinross, an ambitious project which, when completed, will draw visitors from all over 
Scotland and beyond.  Skydive St Andrews also had an interesting stall but their much 
anticipated demonstration jump had to be cancelled due to weather.  Club members 
manned a Tombola stall which was well patronised by all age groups and a “Hook a Duck” 
game which proved popular with the junior visitors.  The proceeds will be shared between a 
local charity and club funds.  
Hangar 2 hosted the Glenrothes Aero Modellers Club who brought some very impressive 
models.  Other hangars were open to the public and aircraft owners were on hand to talk to 
visitors about their aircraft.  It all helps to promote light aviation generally and flying at Fife 



in particular. Also on display were a couple of specialist cars, notably the “Tesla X” electric 
powered SUV – a glimpse into the future, perhaps.  
A number of club members and Fife Airport staff put in a great deal of time and effort, 
including planning and preparation before the day, to make this a success.  Without them it 
would not happen – so, thanks guys and girls. 

Open Day – Gallery – Thanks to Adam Hutchison and AL 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  
  



 

 

Ian Hutchison 
and his Spitfire, 
and one of the 
two Gliders that 
Portmoak kindly 
sent over. 

 

The gliders 
went home after 
being tugged 
into the air by 
Portmoak’s 
Eurofox tug. 

 

 

 

 

And yes, we had a jet – a R/C F-15, complete with 
miniature gas turbine.  Sadly we didn’t get to see it fly, but I 
have seen the Youtube video and it is impressive!   Many 
thanks to Don Imrie for bringing this beastie and other R/C 
aircraft.  Ed. 

 

 



The Open Day made the 
Courier – good publicity for the 
airport, flying club and Tayside! 

 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Lock up Your Engines ! 
A recent newspaper article caught my eye.  There’s 
a gang stealing light aircraft engines. It would 
appear they are meeting a niche market in engine 
parts in Eastern Europe. How long does it take to 
remove an engine from an aircraft – or are the 
engines sitting on a workbench or a hangar floor 
waiting to be lifted?  Anyway, aircraft owners might want to review their security 
arrangements before the gang heads north !  
And – something else to add to your walkround checklist……  “Engine” – “eh….still there…”! 

--------------------------------------------------- 

 

CESSNA 305C BIRD DOG FLIGHT 
(Jim Watt, Managing Director of Tayside Aviation, put up a flight in his Cessna Bird Dog as a raffle prize.  Andrew 
Aitken was the lucky winner). 
 
Perhaps in nineteen fifty eight when this wonderful all metal construction plane was born you could 
get a flight for two pounds. Having paid for a raffle ticket to try and be a passenger in the formation 
flying team I did not expect to have this opportunity in 2016. As it happens the Bird Dog owned by 
Jim Watt had to have the engine removed and this flight didn’t happen until 25th May 2017.  
 
I had in my head that this Cessna would be about the same size as our 152 “TF” at Fife. In reality it 



is a spacious two-seat front and rear aircraft with loads of room and seemed about the same inside 
as a 172 with a wingspan very similar. Jim met me at Dundee and we planned a flight to Forfar – 
(I’m going back in the 152- maybe even just for the coffees and cakes, they close at 16.00). When 
taxiing out, Dundee had reported to traffic “ After the Bird Dog” you could hear the confused pilot 
asking what’s a Bird Dog and with only three (soon to be four) on the British register it’s, no 
wonder he had no clue. Sitting on the runway we were held for someone going through the 
overhead. This let me see the all-round visibility for the pilot and radio operator, including out of the 
glass panels in the roof.  We did the usual Broughty Castle departure, cruising at 100mph we were 
on the ground at Forfar (between two lochs to the east of Forfar) in twenty minutes, quite a short 
grass strip but plenty room for this STOL tail dragger.  
 
We had a chat over a cuppa at the café. We and the public seem to like it - by the looks of the car 
park. Back into the air and because of the angle of attack the stall warner appears to go off for 
longer than you would hope. We did a low pass of the runway so Jim could show me the approach 
in the opposite direction (!!) and then back to Dundee for a bad weather circuit to land, with full 
flap. I remember thinking, “I could walk faster than this is landing” and the stall warner was still 
going when we were on the runway. 
 
Back to the club and a chat about the role of the aircraft during the Vietnam War. The pilot flew at 
low level to find the enemy on the ground and the radio operator in the rear called it in to the 
aircraft carriers to direct the artillery. I could not imagine flying so low and slow with someone 
wanting to shoot you down (apart from my ex-wife). Jim pointed out that a lot of the time they were 
not shot at as anyone knew that when their position was known to the Bird Dog then the artillery 
was next. I have never flown in anything that was designed to carry rockets or guns and loved the 
history behind this. I managed to get a few photos of G-VDOG and felt like a wee kid, all excited 
when I was heading down the road in my car until I heard my instructor’s voice in my head, 
“Always check you have taken all your belongings with you”. I now have my headset case and Hi-
Vis jacket back - lesson learned I hope. 
 

Andrew Aitken       
 

-------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

 

  



‘Winkle’- o ne of the World’s greatest pilots.  

  
A bid has been launched to commemorate one of the world’s greatest test pilots 
Eric ‘Winkle’ Brown near his boyhood home town of Edinburgh. The tribute to 
Winkle, who died last year aged 97, will involve: 
 
A  bronze statue of Winkle outside the main pedestrian entrance Edinburgh Airport, formerly RAF 
Turnhouse, where he learned to fly, and providing some of today’s adventurous youngsters, including those 
from disadvantaged backgrounds, with the life changing opportunity of learning to fly through Winkle Flying 
Scholarships. 
 
Former pilots of Edinburgh University Air Squadron, are behind the move to raise £75,000 as a memorial to 
the man Desert Island Discs presenter Kirsty Young described as “making James Bond look like a 
slacker”.   Flying more types of aircraft than any other pilot in history - 487 in total - ranging from 
1930’s bi-planes, to helicopters and supersonic jet s. Holding the world record of 2,407 for the 
number of landings onto aircraft carriers. Test fly ing captured German aircraft after World War 2 
including the infamous Me163 ‘Komet’ rocket plane.  
 
“Winkle was not only a man who loved to fly, but he also inspired a generation of pilots with his modest 
good humour, and outstanding courage. A statue of him outside Edinburgh Airport will give the estimated 3-
4 million passengers walking passed each year the opportunity to reflect on this Scottish hero who can 
inspire us all. Winkle’s legacy can also bring a life changing experience to today’s youngsters by assisting 
them to learn to fly.” 
 
Eric Brown was born in Leith, brought up in the Scottish Borders, educated at the Royal High School and 
Edinburgh University and trained to fly with the University Air 
Squadron at RAF Turnhouse, now Edinburgh Airport. 
 
The life sized memorial is being designed by the renowned 
Scottish sculptor David Annand.   David Mundell the Scottish 
Secretary has described this project as being ‘of national 
significance’ and it has the support of Gordon Dewar, the 
Chief Executive of Edinburgh Airport. 
  
Everyone interested in contributing can find out more 
information (including watching a video about Winkle and 
some of the aircraft he flew) at the Eric Winkle Brown page of 
the Edinburgh University Air Squadron website. Click on the 
link.  http://www.edinburghuas.com/winkle-memorial 
 

The above initiative is something Fife Flying Club is pleased to 
support.  If you haven’t heard about Eric Brown –or want to 
find out more about his utterly amazing flying career – the 
book illustrated here is one that any pilot will find a gripping 
read.  An amazing man! – Ed.  (And if you read the book you’ll 
discover which aircraft he was flying out of RNAS Donibristle 
which had an engine failure.  Donibristle – where Dalgety Bay 
is today….  An old Navy airbase….) 

---------------------------- 

 



National Fly Kids Day 2017 
NFKD was fixed for 24th June this year but strong winds forced us to postpone.  The weather 
conditions in some other parts of the UK were similar.  We rearranged for 8th July.   
The weather wasn’t ideal – a bit bumpy for a first experience of light aircraft.  However we flew 17 
youngsters (including 2 wheelchair users – a first for Fife (not quite, we flew a Tayside Disabled 
Ramblers member a few years ago and he was wheelchair bound – Ed).  - plus 10 parents and 
carers. The children came from two local charities: Muirhead Outreach Project and Aberlour 
Childcare Trust. 
Julia and the “Tipsy Nipper” staff arranged the BBQ 
style refreshments for youngsters, carers and pilots.  
Don Imrie of Glenrothes Aeromodelling Club brought 
some spectacular models to interest the children (and 
adults) while waiting their turn for a flight. A flying 
scale model of a Lancaster bomber certainly caught 
my attention.  
Aviation Without Borders, who organise NFKD nation-
wide, ask me to pass on their thanks to everyone 
involved.  Everyone I’ve spoken to say they get as 
much fun out of it as the youngsters do.  
 
AWB have also asked us to let you know about their 
latest raffle – to win a trip in a Spitfire.  Last year’s 
raffle was won by a former FFC member from 
Edinburgh!          Chris Anderson 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 



Spot the Plane Competition – Win a Major Prize!* 
Some of you will remember the old “Spot the Ball” competitions that were in some newspapers.  Using the 
same principles, plot on the map the positions of the following aircraft, given these ACTUAL position 
reports, heard on Fife Radio and/or Edinburgh Approach. 
(Map roughly 30nm square so each square is around 1.5nm on a side.  Based on the 1:500000 map, apologies for the poor cartography!) 

A – “East of Thornton” 

B – “North of Kirkcaldy, heading east.” 

C-  “Abeam Thornton” 

D- “At Kelty, Inbound for long final on 06” 

E- “Inbound from the North” 

F – “At Newbury changing to Dundee….” 

G – “G-XXX - At Bridges” 

These position reports, and many like them, are 
given over the radio practically every day at Fife.  
Are they of any use?  Why do we give position 
reports, especially in the vicinity of the airfield – 
answer – so that other pilots have some idea of where we are, and can then act accordingly.   
Report A – Crail is east of Thornton. Kennoway is.  Norway is. But where is the aircraft? 
Report B above was given by a helicopter passing Fife – one minute after that report was heard, the aircraft 
passed in front of me, same level, 1000 feet horizontally from me HEADING NORTH over Thronton.  Risk of 
collision – moderate. 
Report C – Where? North, south, east, west  ….  And how far away? 
Report D – heard way too often, when there are aircraft in the circuit.  Standard advice in Pooleys is to do 
an overhead join when the circuit is busy.  One aircraft in the circuit doing circuits means the circuit is busy. 
Report E – Between the Lomonds? One mile north of the field? Over Wick? 
Report F – Somewhere west of Heathrow! 
Report G was given while I was orbiting the Bridges.  The aircraft was actually at least one mile south, and 
1.5 miles east of the Bridges when it gave that report.  Risk of collision – minimal – but it gave me a fright. 
They reported being in exactly the same place as me. 
Some years ago I had a fellow pilot beside me and we were at 2,000 feet, one mile due south of the runway 
midpoint, heading north,  and I said “I can see there’s another aircraft inbound from the north, over East 
Lomond”.  The (serious) reply was “Eh – which one is East Lomond?” 
Good position reporting can save time, aggro, and prevent accidents. Get to know the local area, and get 
good at estimating distance on the ground – so next time you are coming in from the east, give a good 
position report – “4 miles east of Thornton” – “2 miles north-east of Thornton”.  And instead of “north of 



Kirkcaldy” – how about “2 miles southwest of Fife Airport” or “2 miles south of Fife Airport”- much more 
useful and precise. 

So here are a few position reports to consider: 

X - “At Cameron reservoir, Heading North”  What is wrong here?  The reservoir is on the 1:500000 chart 
but isn’t named. Worth knowing where it is though.  Why? 

Y - “3 miles west of Fife Airport, 1000 feet”  Who will be on the phone, whether you survive or not? 

Z – “Over Errol, 1000ft”.  (And it is Saturday).  

(* The major prize – Safety)                                                                                                                    Alan Laing 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Webcam Problem. 

Some of you no doubt find the Fife webcam really useful when deciding on what the weather is 
doing for the day.  Recently, the webcam went down and we could do nothing to get it back. The 
Committee were about to hire an expensive IT Consultant to look into it when the IT Consultant 
suggested turning the webcam off, and on again.  Problem solved.  Some of us had suggested 
hitting it with a hammer…. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Reminder - Runway closures  

Dates for closure for car events are 29 September and 13 October (both are Fridays).   

All other Supercar days for this year are cancelled. The Music Festival has been cancelled for this year. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
FFC have been giving illustrated talks to local Rotary Clubs, Round Table groups, SWRI, etc, advertising 
and promoting Fife Airport, FFC and Tayside Aviation and the flying activities here.  If you know of such a 
group that would like a talk, let Chris Anderson know, or contact the Newsletter Editor.  (Latest was at 
South Queensferry, to 38 attendees). 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

We hope you have enjoyed this newsletter – if you have any 
articles, points of view, photos, etc, that you would like to 

share with the other members through the Newsletter, 
please send them to the Editor – Alan Laing – at 

. alandi@globalnet.co.uk


